ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Genome projects (1) are generating an enormous amount of data in molecular and evolutionary biology. One goal of 35 functional genomics is to determine the function of proteins predicted by these sequencing projects (2) . To overcome the problem of assigning protein functions to sequences one approach is to classify them into gene families on the basis of the presence of shared features or by clustering using some 40 similarity measures under the assumption that proteins within the same gene family possess similar or identical biochemical functions. To determine the function of new proteins one can infer its function or detect its functional regions by homology to other sequences. (If two proteins share a significant 45 sequence similarity, then one typically concludes that they are probable to have similar function.) However, there are some cases where conserved structures within a protein group do not necessarily imply that these proteins perform the same function (3) owing to low-complexity sequences, multifunc-50 tional sequences and gene recruitment (4) . Gene families are generated using sequence clustering. Sequence clustering allows the detection of all pair-wise sequence similarities within a given set of protein sequences. Proteins are then clustered into families based on their sharing 55 of significant sequence similarity patterns. When sequence clustering is performed accurately, proteins within a family may be considered as sharing a common evolutionary history and possibly similar or identical functions (5) .
However, within a gene family one has to distinguish 60 between two types of homologies: genes are said to be orthologues in two different species if gene copies originate from a common ancestral gene after a speciation event. Paralogues are genes in a given species pair that diverged after duplication of an ancestral gene (6). The distinction between paralogy and 65 orthology is essential for molecular phylogeny since it is necessary to work with orthologous genes to infer species phylogeny from gene phylogeny. Because the orthologous genes provide the required protein function, paralogous genes are more free to mutate (mutations are under weaker negative 70 selection), possibly yielding genes with new functions. As a result, paralogous genes are often less similar in sequence to a homologue from another organism than are orthologous genes. However, the issue of (7) and (8) is not of interest for the design of a database of homologous gene families.
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To address the problem of detecting homologous genes, we built the INVertebrate HOmologous GENes (INVHOGEN) database. This database complements the three homologous databases HOVERGEN (9) (12) . From both sequence files a total of 174 958 invertebrate protein entries were extracted. The Swiss-Prot/ 15 TrEMBL protein entries were used owing to their high level of annotation and integration with other databases, and of their minimal level of redundancy. By following the references in the database cross-reference (DR) field of Swiss-Prot/ TrEMBL annotations, the corresponding nucleotide sequences 20 from EMBL (13) were also integrated in the database structure. Nucleotide and protein sequences were organized into two separated ACNUC databases (14). INVHOGEN will be updated four times per year with the latest major release of the UniProt Knowledgebase. 25 For building the families, the BLASTP2 (15) program was applied to identify common regions between proteins, and to collect related proteins. A similarity search of all proteins against each other was performed by filtering lowcomplexity regions with SEG (16), and using the BLOSUM62 30 amino acid similarity matrix (17) and an E-value threshold of 1 · 10 À4 .
BLAST output was filtered to remove incompatible highscoring segment pairs (HSPs) within a global alignment ( Figure 1 ). For complete protein sequences, two sequences 35 in a pair were classified as being in the same family if the remaining HSPs covered at least 80% of the protein length and if their similarity was >50% (two amino acids are considered similar if their BLOSUM62 similarity score is positive). This procedure reduces the risk of mis-assigning proteins with a 40 complex evolutionary history involving gene fissions and fusions, and domain shuffling (3). We used simple transitive links to build families. Once families of complete protein sequences were built, partial sequences were included in the classification. A partial sequence matching, a complete protein 45 was included in a family if it fulfilled the two conditions required for a complete sequence and if its length was at least 100 amino acids (18) or at least half the length of the complete protein.
Gene families were named using a program that parsed the 50 sequence description (DE) and similarity comment fields (SIMILARITY) of the Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL annotations. In the first step DE entries were clustered into subgroups of similar word orders. Each subgroup was named by assigning the most frequent position of every word and by joining these 55 words together. A family description was created by combining all subgroup names considering only those with a large number of non-redundant entries in relation to the other subgroups. In the second step particular families were completed by available similarity comment lines for clarification reasons 60 or if subgroup names were too different among themselves. Manual expertise was used to specify the name for a gene family if both attempts failed to generate a meaningful name. For each gene family with at least four sequences, a multiple sequence alignment and a phylogenetic tree were built. Protein Figure 1 . Removing incompatible HSPs. For each pair of sequences X and Y that hit each other using BLASTP, HSPs that are not compatible with a global alignment are removed. In this example, hits H1 and H2 are compatible. However H3 and H4 are not compatible. Therefore, only H1 and H2 are considered for further computations on similarity measures. Because H1 and H2 are overlapping, the overlap is allocated to H1 and H2 is shortened accordingly. In a crossing-over situation between H1 and H2 for the sequences X and Y, H1 will be used if length(H1) > length(H2), otherwise, H2 is to take into account.
sequences were aligned with CLUSTALW 1.82 (19) using the default parameters. Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed with IQPNNI 2.6 (20) by considering the so-called stopping rule with at most 100 iterations. The stopping rule decides 5 whether it is probable (with a 95% confidence level) that a continuation of the search will lead to no further improvement.
RESULTS
The INVHOGEN interface is based on a client/server architecture originally developed for HOVERGEN (9) and 10 HOBACGEN (10). To query the database the FamFetch (21) application needs to be installed or one can use the web interface (Figure 2 ). FamFetch has a graphical interface that allows users to easily access and see the list of the families available in the database, the protein or nucleotide sequences 15 of the genes in the families, the corresponding multiple protein sequence alignments and the maximum likelihood based phylogenetic trees computed with these alignments.
The to various criteria. First, one can select homologous sequences for a user-defined set of taxa. The colour graphical interface provides easy access to all the data (multiple alignments, phylogenetic trees, taxonomic data and sequence annotations) required to interpret homology relationships between genes 20 and thus to distinguish orthologues from paralogues. Thus, INVHOGEN is a useful tool for comparative genomics, phylogeny or molecular evolutionary studies for invertebrates.
In the process of analysing animal phylogenetic relationships, we have extended the approach used to structure the 25 available vertebrate sequence data in a database (HOVER-GEN) to collect all available invertebrate sequences. This work shows that under the assumption of 1.1 million known animals (97% of them are invertebrates) (23) only a small number of invertebrate species have proteins sequenced- 30 and within these species, a dozen contribute the majority of the invertebrate sequences to this database. INVHOGEN has been built in the same way as HOVERGEN (to have a starting point for comparative analysis). Thus, in the near future it will be easily possible to merge both collections into a database for 35 homologous gene families for all known metazoans.
However, we also note, that further work is needed to define homologous gene families. Different approaches exist that have not yet been fully exploited for the applications suggested here. Some approaches classify proteins into families using 40 structural similarities (24) [structures available in PDB (25) ], or grouping them into families on the basis of the presence of shared domains or similar domain architecture (26) using domain databases like Prodom (27) , Pfam (28) and InterPro (29) . 45 Apart from classification methods based on sequence alignments and motifs, statistical learning methods applying support vector machines (SVM) (30) are useful for classifying diverse protein sequences. SVM and related approaches will complement sequence similarity and clustering methods. Another approach is adopted by ontology-driven systems to 5 build families of specific proteins (31) . Ontologies are also useful for pre-processing BLAST searches presenting a weighted list of Gene Ontology (32) terms associated with similar sequences to give information about potential functions of unknown proteins (33) . 10 However, it remains to be seen how approaches like OntoBlast can be utilized to reconstruct more reliable gene families. We hope that more sophisticated algorithms using all available methods will substantially reduce the number of gene families with only very few members (Table 1) . Additionally the dis- 15 crepancy between few often sequenced species and many infrequent sequenced species should be kept in mind when generating gene families. Moreover sequence sampling is biased towards a few model organisms. This may also be the reason for a lot of gene families with few species. Thus 20 for a better understanding of the evolution of gene families one should sequence genes from a wide variety of taxa and not only from a few well-known model organisms.
